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This program is designed to provide accurate and authoritative information in 
regard to the subject matter covered. It is provided with the understanding that 
the publisher is not engaged in rendering legal, accounting, or other 
professional service.  If legal advice or other expert assistance is required, the 
services of a competent professional person should be sought.

With special thanks to the Insurance Services Office, Inc. and the Automobile 
Insurers Bureau for advance information, continued support, and permission to 
use their forms and information.
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We have a debate here in our office regarding when or if a Personal Umbrella would come 
into play.

Here is the scenario:

We have an umbrella policy for a family of three, mother, father and daughter.
Each has their own vehicles, insured separately and are all under the same 
household.

The daughter borrows a friend's vehicle (not a part of the household) and gets into 
an accident with that vehicle and unfortunately causes a fatality.
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Will the PUP come into play?



Does the parents PUP of the daughter, who drove the friend's car, come into play after the 
friends' limits are exhausted?

My feelings is that since she was driving the friend's vehicle, the umbrella will not come 
into play since that vehicle is not a part of the household and not subject to the parents' 
umbrella coverage.

Others disagree. Any insights?
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Will the PUP come into play?



Difficult to discuss since there is no “one” Personal umbrella. One would have 
to look at the definitions in the policy

Automobile
Insured 

And then the insuring agreement 
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Will the PUP come into play?



But … in an ISO language PUP

First …auto limits of vehicle being driven (friend’s vehicle) 
Then 

Family auto policies discussed above - If mom has a policy in her name, dad has a policy
in his name and daughter has a policy in her name … all three auto policies would come 
into play BEFORE the PUP

The ISO PUP insuring agreement - and YES there IS a “maintenance of UL coverage” requirement
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Will the PUP come into play?



The MAP – Part 4 PD and Part 5 OBI will follow “you” the named insured” and “household 
members” when driving a non-owned auto (normal exclusions apply) 

unless the it is driven “regularly”

And 

The PUP application generally asks to be told about 

Owned vehicles and “regularly furnished/used” vehicles 7

Will the PUP come into play?



If the non-owned auto is NOT used regularly …it MUST pay before the family MAP

The ISO PUP has the following “other insurance” condition:

Reinforcing auto insurance is primary – be it the client’s or someone/thing else’s 8

Will the PUP come into play?



Insured owns 2 cars and their primary home is in the name of a trust.

Trustees of the Trust are their four children who do not reside with them.

Their primary home is a two-family home, they live in one unit and tenant 
lives in second unit.

Insured also has a 2-million-dollar Personal Umbrella

This insured also owned a three family home in their personal name that they 
also changed ownership to a different trust and their four children are 
trustees
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Trusts in the PUP



This insured does use the rent money for all of these rental units for their 
personal expenses. 

They also have vacant land in NH that they also changed ownership from 
their personal name to a third trust and their four children are trustees.

This person's umbrella carrier will allow me to add both trusts to their 
2,000,000 Personal umbrella but do I also need to add the three-family rental 
unit location as a property owned by this insured?

AND 

would you suggest that each of the four children add all three locations to 
their own personal umbrellas and the trust names IF their personal umbrella 
allows them to add the name of the trusts.
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Trusts in the PUP



The definition of “insured” in the PUP will give you the answer.

The following is the 2015 PUP (older versions similar) and there is no mention of trusts 
being insured
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Trusts in the PUP



ISO did create an 
endorsement to add a trust 
to the PUP DL 99 09 

In your case …there are 
MULTIPLE trusts …will 
carrier add them all?

Name trust
Name trustees
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Trusts in the PUP



This is one of two trust 
endorsements ISO created

Like the 2011 trust 
endorsement for HO …this 
endorsement does NOT 
make the trust an insured 
Only the trustee
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Trusts in the PUP



Must inform company of 
change in documents 
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Trusts in the PUP



OTHER trust endorsement
DL 99 08 

Like the other 
List trust and trustees
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Trusts in the PUP



OTHER trust endorsement
DL 99 08 
This endorsement makes 
the trust AND trustees 
insureds 
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Trusts in the PUP



Again …must notify carrier 
of trust endorsements ….
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Trusts in the PUP



RLI has a lengthy “who is covered” section
but the last section states  
(A.1 and A.2 talk about named
insured, family members and others
for various types of occurrences) 

A.3 states …trusts if covered in 
Basic underlying policies …

Which is defined as those listed in
RLI PUP Declarations pages – which 
Must be a personal lines
Policy 
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Trusts in the PUP
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Trusts in the PUP

If carrier uses ISO PUP … 
the MA version of trust endorsement does NOT make the 
trust an insured …

I’m glad I live in NH where the other version of trust 
endorsement making the trust an insured is used

But these are designed with the underlying HO-2011 in mind …
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Trusts in the PUP

The OLDER trust 
endorsements for the 2006 
PUP …which sat over the HO-
2000

ONLY used the DL 99 08 –
which always made the trust 
an insured

I don’t have older PUPs that 
the HO-91 carriers used … 
don’t know if there is a trust 
endorsement for older PUP
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Trusts in the PUP

Carrier could create its OWN trust endorsement

HOW DOES IT READ ….

Is the trust an insured or just trustee?

Or

The PUP carrier could just add the trust as another named 
insured 



Your client created 3 distinct and different trusts …
which to me …are 3 different and distinct entities.

If one of them is not mentioned as an additional insured, named insured or part of the 
definition of “insured” in your client’s PUP …then I don’t see the PUP providing insured 
status. 

Depending on how the definition of “insured” in the PUP reads and/or the additional 
insured endorsement will determine as to whether the kids as trustees find insured status 
under the parents PUP.

Regarding the RLI … each trust must be named on an underlying “basic” policy 

Not a bad idea to get my OWN insured status under my own HO/PUP … and not count on 
someone else to do something for me.
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Trusts in the PUP



I wanted to double check that if we are writing a new personal 
umbrella that if the insured has an something like an ATV, Golf Cart, 
or Boat that they have chosen not to insure if the insured makes us 
aware of it we would still have include that on the standard accord 
umbrella application. 

I would think that would be the case as the question generally asks 
does the insured have these items not do they have them insured.

That was my understanding but I just wanted to double check and 
make sure.
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Recreational vehicles – land or water  and the PUP



If the application asks it …then the carrier wants to know 
ACORD PUP app includes:
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Recreational vehicles – land or water  and the PUP



If the application asks it …then the carrier wants to know 
ACORD PUP app includes:
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Recreational vehicles – land or water  and the PUP



If the application asks it …then the carrier wants to know 
ACORD PUP app includes:
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Recreational vehicles – land or water  and the PUP



So … I bet the carriers want to know …
Because ISO created EXCLUSIONARY endorsements where client can keep 
PUP but it will NOT be a “drop down” it will be a …no coverage at all
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Recreational vehicles – land or water  and the PUP



So … I bet the carriers 
want to know …

Because ISO created 
EXCLUSIONARY 
endorsements where 
client can keep PUP 
but it will NOT be a 
“drop down” it will be 
a …no coverage at all
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Recreational vehicles – land or water  and the PUP



So … I bet the carriers 
want to know …

Because ISO created 
EXCLUSIONARY 
endorsements where 
client can keep PUP 
but it will NOT be a 
“drop down” it will be 
a …no coverage at all
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Recreational vehicles – land or water  and the PUP



So … I bet the carriers 
want to know …

Because ISO created 
EXCLUSIONARY 
endorsements where 
client can keep PUP 
but it will NOT be a 
“drop down” it will be 
a …no coverage at all
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Recreational vehicles – land or water  and the PUP



So … I bet the carriers 
want to know …

Because ISO created 
EXCLUSIONARY 
endorsements where 
client can keep PUP 
but it will NOT be a 
“drop down” it will be 
a …no coverage at all
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Recreational vehicles – land or water  and the PUP



Is there a law requiring associations carry “all in” coverage?

Is it true that now in MA all condo associations by law need to carry all-in 
coverage, they just don’t always include betterments and improvements?

This is what I’m hearing now however I don’t feel like that is how 
everyone’s bylaws are reading.

I don’t know who you are hearing this from …but in MA …MGL 
183A addresses condominium association requirements



Is there a law requiring associations carry “all in” coverage?

You can google the whole thing …but the following … hasn’t 
changed:The master policy 

MUST cover 
common areas … 
otherwise it would 
be almost 
impossible to cover
Commonly owned 
property …but …
whether the 
association
CHOOSES to cover 
individually owned 
building items of the 
unitowners is a 
discussion of the 
association “bylaws”



HO-3 or HO-6?

I have an insured buying a condo and the master is an all-in except furniture 
and any betterments or improvements made in the unit.

Can a HO-3 be issued instead of a HO-6 reasoning as the value of betterments 
and improvements is $750,000?

So, it is over the max allowed on a HO-6 for the dwelling coverage? 

So, they said issue a ho-3?

But maybe I am reading into it to much?



HO-3 or HO-6?

You would ONLY sell an HO-3 …if your insured owns a “one family condo unit” 
and The DEED to their property discusses owning 

from the exterior of the roof shingles …down …
the exterior of the outside siding/clapboards …in …
the bottom of the lowermost foundation/footing up … 

If the deed states they only own the “inside of the unit” and the “outside” is 
owned in common then an HO-3 cannot be utilized …it would be a loss 
settlement nightmare.



HO-3 or HO-6?

All the HO policies have an insurable interest clause

which is not a problem for the HO-6 – but consider an HO-3 and the
insured only owns the outside of the building “in common”  - the 
named insured’s policy won’t pay the loss in full



HO-3 or HO-6?
The HO-3 “other insurance” clause could create a problem for losses involving 
common area …also

The HO-6 addresses this issue 
(below is HO-2000 – HO-91 similar)

HO-2011



HO-3 or HO-6?
And …Coverage D Loss of Use won’t work if the unit is part of a larger building 
where the building is damaged …but not the insured’s unit

HO-2000/2011 (HO-91 similar) HO-2000/2011 (HO-91 similar) 
HO-3 HO-6

Only covered if “residence premises” Covered if “residence premises or
damaged building containing it is damaged



HO-3 or HO-6?

When the exterior of the building is owned in “common” – the HO-6 with 
HO 17 32 Special Form Coverage A would be necessary if the unitowner
doesn’t own the “outside” of the unit 

How does the “deed read” …

My thoughts exactly.. but not sure what the new owners deed reads we go by the 
bylaws of the condo

And that states the unit owner is only responsible for the furniture and betterments and 
improvements and

The master policy provides all in coverage.

So …I’m confused … then absolutely an HO-6 
Need Coverage A for “various non-covered losses” of master 
policy and at least the master policy deductible 



Who insures the garage

I am insuring a 2-family house which has been converted to a 2-unit 
condo. I am writing the Master Policy. 

There is a garage on the property. One of the unit owners 
exclusive right to use of the garage and had in the past repaired 
the roof out of her own pocket because it was in very bad shape.

I would have thought that the garage was part of the Condo 
Association and not actually owned by the unit owner. 

There is no separate deed for the garage. 



Who insures the garage

The only place I see it mentioned is in Exhibit B of the Master Deed 
under the heading exclusive use area. 

I doubt that the unit owner's HO-6 covers the structure of the 
garage.

What are your thoughts? 

Shouldn't the Master Policy cover the garage? 

It seems that if there was a claim relating to the garage, the other 
unit owner might feel the owner who has use of the garage should 
take care of it.  It should be insured somewhere.



Who insures the garage

All editions of the ISO HO-6 define
Coverage D  - dwelling as:

Even if it IS “common area” –
The unitowner could cover it here if
They have exclusive use of the 
Garage which is real property



Who insures the garage

All editions of the ISO HO-6 define
Coverage D  - dwelling as:

And certainly, if their deed shows
They own it … then it can be covered
Under Coverage A Dwelling in the 
HO-6



Who insures the garage

If the condo bylaws tells the association to cover the garage – whether 
commonly owned or individually owned …the master policy can do this 
Whether the CP 00 17 or the BOP with the BP 17 07
The BP 17 07 changes the BOP
Definition of building to include (6)

The CP 00 17 CP condo master policy
Form has the same definition –
Including the 6th provision which is:

anything the condo 
Documents tell the association 
to cover



Who insures the garage

If both the unitowner and the association covers the value of the garage, then 
the master policy is primary

And the unitowner policy is excess as previously discussed



Covering the master policy deductible

Hoping you can answer a quick question, just to make sure I’m thinking 
correctly.

We have 3-unit condo master policy we’re trying to write. 

If the master policy deductible is $25,000, and each of the 3-unit owners have 
loss assessment coverage of $10,000, would the deductible be covered on 
their HO6’s in the event of a loss?



Covering the master policy deductible

Loss assessment only works when “commonly owned” property is damaged.
HO-2000/2011 HO-91



Covering the master policy deductible

Loss assessment additional coverage is also found in Section II addi’l coverage 
section.  

The HO 04 35 increases both property and liability loss assessment additional 
coverages. 

I recommend the ISO $50,000 in Loss Assessment Coverage (higher limit if the 
carrier offers).



Covering the master policy deductible

HOWEVER,
each unitowner would also need at least $25.000 in Coverage A Dwelling in 
case the loss is just on their unit.

More loss assessment and coverage A is extra important in today's inflation 
and supply chain issues increasing the cost and availability of materials



Bop or DP on 2-unit condo building

How would you write a 2-family duplex that is a condo association. 

Would you write a BOP of a Dwelling Fire?



Bop or DP on 2-unit condo building

So ..there is an association?

And …how does the deed read … does each owner only own the “inside” 
of their unit and THEY both own the outside?
Or
Does each own their “half” – from the exterior of the shingles down …from 
the exterior of the siding in …from the bottom of the lowermost floor up … 
then to some “middle point”?

I’ve seen it both ways.

And … are the owners living in the units or are they rented out 



Bop or DP on 2-unit condo building

The response to the ownership on deed was:

Yes, there is an association, in the name of a trust. 

The trust owns the outside and each owner owns their side.

(actually this means the outside is owned in common …the trust owns 
nothing ….and the insides are owned 100% individually per owner)



Bop or DP on 2-unit condo building

Now …if there is a trust …there SHOULD BE “bylaws” … how do the bylaws 
read?

DO the bylaws direct the association to insure
just the common areas ….
or
also some or all of the individually owned areas in the units?

Either way …when insuring a trust …the DP policy was NOT designed to 
address multiple ownerships …the loss settlement clause and the 
definition of “building” combined with the “other insurance clause” would 
create a problem.

The ISO BOP with the BOP endorsement for condo works best 



Bop or DP on 2-unit condo building

The BOP endorsement adds 
another section to the BOP 
definition of building … 

Any part of the individual unit 
if the condo documents 
requires the association to 
insure it



Bop or DP on 2-unit condo building

Endorsement makes
BOP primary for loss w/in 
units if bylaws told 
association to cover it and 
unitowner covered some or 
all of it also 
And 
this endorsement makes 
unitowners insureds for 
liability for common areas 

If it wasn’t a condo situation I prefer DP to BOP but 
NOT in a condo situation 



Dwelling Fire v. BOP for rental properties - is there a difference?

I was hoping you could help me. 

I soliciting a client that is in a corporation that has rental properties for a 
total of 4 – each under a DP policy. 

I thought all corporations needed to be insured commercially on a BOP and 
not on a personal line DP3. 

The properties are in a realty corporation and not individually. Your feed 
back will be great.



Dwelling Fire v. BOP for rental properties - is there a difference?

According to the terrorism law … 

dwelling policies are “business” and not personal lines …so terrorism can 
be excluded 

I just looked in the ISO Dwelling manual rules …and it doesn’t talk about 
ownership as the HO policy eligibility rules do

So … I think a DP could be better than a BOP in certain situations …let’s 
look



Dwelling Fire v. BOP for rental properties - is there a difference?

Tough to compare due to various edition dates of coverage
BOP 1987,1999, 2002,2006, 2010, 2013

DP 1988,2002 (though there is a 2014 just approved
for use in 2017 – which nobody uses yet)

Focus on issues that apply to all editions of both forms



Major differences of the DP v. the BOP include:

Other structures coverage – Dwelling Fire

Get 10% Coverage A – both DP forms
Find in “other coverage section”

Just need to buy the additional coverage need on Dec page

2002 DP

1988 DP



Major differences of the DP v. the BOP include:

Other structures - BOP

NO free coverage
The definition of building CAN include other structures but one needs
the value included in the building limit on policy dec page

Need premium 
charge for entire 
limit of coverage 
want on that other 
structure



Major differences of the DP v. the BOP include:



Major differences of the DP v. the BOP include:

Equipment for building and property maintenance 
– Dwelling Fire

Building definition – either DP form Purchase of personal property 
coverage would not be 
necessary for these items. 

The values can be included in
Coverage A.  

Unless the apartments are    
rented furnished only  
Coverage A would be
necessary.

Must consider value in Coverage A for total loss



Major differences of the DP v. the BOP include:

Equipment for building and property maintenance - Dwelling Fire

National underwriter …FCS bulletins states:
There is one minor difference between the coverage A insuring agreements of the 
dwelling and homeowners forms. Dwelling forms contain a provision stating that 
if building and outdoor equipment used to service the described location is not 
covered elsewhere in the policy, it is considered part of the coverage A dwelling 
limit. 
This is similar to the commercial property form (CP 00 10 10 12) which insures 
personal property owned by the named insured used to service the building, such 
as refrigerating, dishwashing, or laundering appliances. 
However, the dwelling form does not further define building or outdoor 
equipment, so the broadest interpretation applies, so long as the equipment is 
used to service and is located on the described location.

http://www.nationalunderwriterpc.com/sites/fcsonline/commlin/formandend/ifor/commprofor/coveforser0/documents/CP%2000%2010%2010%2012.pdf


Major differences of the DP v. the BOP include:

Equipment for building and property maintenance - Dwelling Fire

International Risk Management Institute –
Not as comprehensive discussion of dwelling form as FCS … short discussion of 
differences from HO form states:

Unlike the HO 3 form, the dwelling property form also covers building 
equipment and outdoor equipment used to service this described dwelling, 
unless otherwise covered in this policy, under Coverage A.

For example, assume the named insured only desires to cover his dwelling and 
thus purchases only Coverage A. In this case, a riding lawn mower used only to 
service the dwelling and located at the described location, is insured under 
Coverage A, since Coverage C was not purchased.

https://www.irmi.com/online/frmprmi/sc0000ho/ch00ho00/00030501.pdf


Major differences of the DP v. the BOP include:

Equipment for building and property maintenance - Dwelling Fire



Major differences of the DP v. the BOP include:

Equipment for building and property maintenance -BOP

Per the previous discussion of building … 

More specific …even than the CP language 



Major differences of the DP v. the BOP include:

Equipment for building and property maintenance 

Intent whether BOP or DP …is that unless one rents out “furnished apartments” 
One doesn’t need contents/business personal property for these items

Maintenance equipment is “detached” and moveable  but building limit can 
cover 

Appliances generally only attached per “electric cord” but still purpose is 
building benefit not personal property



Major differences of the DP v. the BOP include:

Loss of Rental income – DP form

The DP forms give a free but specific limit of insurance for loss of rental income in 
the “other coverage section where found Other structures. 

The DP 2002 provides 20% of the Coverage A limit

1988 DP provides 10% Coverage A limit



Major differences of the DP v. the BOP include:

Loss of Rental income – DP form

The good news with the DP forms is that there is no “time limit” only a $ limit.  
In today’s world the insured needs to consider:

1. how long it will take to rebuild

2. how long it takes to get the building permit

3. add a padding on for the time it takes the building inspector,
contractor and insurance company to argue

4. how much more than the “free” limit is necessary



Major differences of the DP v. the BOP include:

Loss of Rental income – BOP form

The BOP policy – any edition gives an “unlimited amount of coverage” 
(actual loss sustained) BUT for a limited amount of time.



Major differences of the DP v. the BOP include:

Loss of Rental income – BOP form

If it takes longer than 12 months to rebuild then loss 
of rental income coverage just ENDS. 

The 2010 and 2013 editions of the BOP offer endorsements to modify this
12-month restriction. 

The BP 14 07 Business Income and Extra Expense Revised Period of
Indemnity allows the limit to last as long as specified on the endorsement

schedule.  

HOW LONG DOES ONE NEED????



Major differences of the DP v. the BOP include:



Major differences of the DP v. the BOP include:

Loss of Rental income – BOP form

Newer BOP editions allow an endorsement that removes the 
12 month limitation BUT …you show a SPECIFIC limit and PAY for it 

The BP 14 06 Business Income, Extra Expense and
Related Coverages Limit of Insurance removes the 12-month
limitation but imposes a specified limit of insurance. 

The insured would have to determine how much coverage they
will need 
as well as 
how long they will need it and show a limit on the
endorsement schedule. 

No idea of how much this endorsement will cost.



Major differences of the DP v. the BOP include:



Major differences of the DP v. the BOP include:
Ordinance or law coverage – dwelling form

The DP 2002 builds in 10% Coverage A limit for
ordinance or law coverage. 

This additional limit of 
insurance can be used for 

1) upgrading damaged 
property; 

2) tearing down 
undamaged property; 

3) the value of this
undamaged property 
itself that must be torn 
down; 

4) upgrading the
undamaged property 
when rebuilding.  

Buy more with DP 04 71 Ordinance or 
Law endorsement om 25% increments 



Major differences of the DP v. the BOP include:
Ordinance or law coverage – dwelling form

DP 1988 adds by endorsement DP 01 20 10 99

Works same was as DP language …

Same endorsement number to buy 
more

HOWEVER, if your company doesn’t use 
the DP 01 20 10 99 edition …you might 
not have it 



Major differences of the DP v. the BOP include:
Ordinance or law coverage – BOP

Limited coverage in BOP

The BOP only gives $10,000 ordinance coverage for upgrades 
to damaged building items only.  



Major differences of the DP v. the BOP include:
Ordinance or law coverage – BOP

There is an ordinance or law endorsement BP 04 46 which allows 
the purchase of:

undamaged value that must be torn down;
the cost to tear down this undamaged value; 
the cost to upgrade both damaged and undamaged building values

The newer BOP editions also allows loss of rental income coverage to 
continue during the additional time period required for repairing to “code”. 



Major differences of the DP v. the BOP include:
Ordinance or law coverage – BOP

Whether the DP or BOP….

more ordinance or law should be suggested 

and 

hopefully purchased 

but the DP form starts out with a greater limit and more comprehensive 
coverage. 



Major differences of the DP v. the BOP include:
Perils/Causes of losses – dwelling and BOP

The Special DP form only has 2 pages of exclusions whereas
the BOP special form has more than 5 pages of exclusionary language.

Rain, sleet, snow damage to interior of the building - DP
An important coverage issue to address is rain, sleet or snow damage to the
interior of the building.  

The DP-3 will pay for interior damage whether an “opening” 
was created in the building or not. 

The DP Special Form will pay the building loss even 
if the rain enters in an opened window as there is no exclusion.



Major differences of the DP v. the BOP include:
Perils/Causes of losses – dwelling and BOP

The Special DP form only has 2 pages of exclusions whereas
the BOP special form has more than 5 pages of exclusionary language.

Rain, sleet, snow damage to interior of the building - BOP
The BOP Special Form is more restrictive. 
The BOP requires a covered cause of loss to create the opening:



Major differences of the DP v. the BOP include:
Perils/Causes of losses – dwelling and BOP

Artificially generated current – power surge losses to building
BOP forms have a comprehensive exclusion for building or contents 
damage:

This exclusion combined with mechanical breakdown and utility services 
exclusions make the purchase of an equipment breakdown policy a necessity. 



Major differences of the DP v. the BOP include:
Perils/Causes of losses – dwelling and BOP

Artificially generated current – power surge losses to building
The DP forms do not have such an “electrical” exclusion
but do have a 
mechanical breakdown 
and “off premises” power failure exclusion.  

Some companies offer a “mechanical breakdown” coverage option 
but even if not 
the DP is a better option than BOP as there are fewer peril exclusions. 



Major differences of the DP v. the BOP include:
Liability issues – Dwelling and BOP

Personal injury
Dwelling liability

The DL form does NOT include “personal injury” 
liability which could be important for:

“invasion of privacy”
“wrongful entry” 

Personal Injury coverage DL 24 82 
should be added to dwelling liability
coverage form. 



Major differences of the DP v. the BOP include:
Liability issues – Dwelling and BOP

Pollution issues 
pollutants emanating from premises

ISO DL liability covers pollution that emanates from the premises 
BOP liability coverage form has an exclusion. 

Lead poisoning
DL - If the dwelling is older than 1977 then there will be a lead 

poisoning exclusion added to dwelling liability unless there 
is a Letter of Compliance or Letter of Interim Control 
provided.

BOP liability coverage  - excludes in generic BOP exclusion



Major differences of the DP v. the BOP include:
Liability issues – Dwelling and BOP

There are other coverage issues but the above discussions seem to be the 
most “glaring” coverage differences. 

For my money I’d rather have the dwelling form 
than the BOP. 

If there is a premium savings by going to the BOP make sure it is a BIG BIG
one and that you have identified the important coverage differences.

It is NOT all about …price



Is there escaped oil coverage for the DP policy?

Yup 
1-4 unit Dwelling insured under DP policy

similar endorsement offering to HO policy

MA law applies to “residential property” which is a
1-4 unit dwelling used for living or sleeping 

Dwelling policy and escaped fuel



DP-3 exclusion for Coverage A and B similar to HO 

Dwelling policy and escaped fuel

PERILS INSURED AGAINST
A.  Coverage A – Dwelling And Coverage B – Other Structures

2. We do not insure, however, for loss: 
c. Caused by: 

(8) Any of the following:
(e) Discharge, dispersal, seepage, migration release or escape of 

pollutants unless the discharge, dispersal, seepage, migration, 
release or escape is itself caused by a Peril Insured Against 
named under Coverage C.
Pollutants means any solid, liquid, gaseous or thermal irritant or 
contaminant, including smoke, vapor, soot, fumes, acids, alkalis, 
chemicals and waste. Waste includes materials to be recycled, 
reconditioned or reclaimed; 



DL liability DL 24 01  - similar to HO Section II

NO liability pollution exclusion 

but …does a carrier 
ADD one
Add limited escaped fuel coverage
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Limited Escaped Liquid Fuel Liability and Property 
Remediation for Escaped Liquid Fuel Coverages –
Massachusetts 
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Dwelling endorsement similar to HO 
endorsement
MA has own different from ISO 
National forms 

Section I and Section II
“simultaneous offering” – like HO 
(per law language)

Definitions listed first
Covered real property – similar to HO

Dwelling and 
other structures – no business
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Definitions continue
Covered Real Property continued

materials and supplies
land building/other structures on described location

if a condo – normal condo building definition 

Covered Personal Property 
personal property usual to dwelling
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Definition section continued
Covered Personal Property continued

Covered Personal property NOT include
usual DP excluded contents

Fuel system defined as in the law and HO endorsement
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Discusses Liability coverage for escaped fuel first –
(HO endorsement discusses property coverage for 
Escaped fuel first)

Adds Section II Limited Escaped Liquid Fuel Liability
Coverage

Separate limit from other DL liability limit
added to DP form 

similar language as HO endorsement

NO loss assessment coverage discussion as in HO 
Endorsement since DL/DP forms do NOT have 
Loss assessment w/in policy – only by endorsement  
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Escaped fuel coverage for Property added next

covers loss to
“covered real property”

“covered personal property”

expenses incurred just as HO
endorsement

clean up
emergency mitigation
emergency repairs
testing 
limited Tree, shrubs, plants
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Add’l Living expense (extra 20% if limit
not sufficient for this and other covered
expenses – like HO endorsement)

Does NOT provide fair rental 
value loss
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Deductible 
lessor of 
policy deductible 
or
$1000

(per law)

Expenses not covered ….similar to HO endorsement
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The company is supposed to offer coverage 

It is a “dual-edged” sword
a little property coverage

Coupled with

Generally a reduction in liability coverage v. other covered 
scenarios 
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Thank you for attending…

If you have any questions, please email 
imorrill@massagent.com

Q4U – A year of personal lines 
questions and answers

Thank you for attending…
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